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ADD $3.00 SHIPPING PER ORDER FOR 1ST + $0.75 EACH ADDITIONAL. IL RES ADD 8.25% GST

Order from Esoteric Sound, 1608 Hemstock Ave., Wheaton, IL 60189 630-933-9801 www.esotericsound.com

THE BALKAN SINGLES VOL 2, TAMBURITZA FROM THE 1940'S
1st reissue of US, Serbo-Croatian folk music, featuring Dave Zupkovich and others. 22 tracks from 1940's Balkan Records singles plus 4 bonus tracks from Balkan's "Custom Series." Digitally restored.

CD, BAL CD502 - $15.00.

MARTY KAPUGI ON THE AIR
Ca 1985 Serbo-Croatian tamburitza folk music by Balkan Strings and Sar Planina featuring Marty Kapugi and Mel Dokich. All radio broadcasts originating from Chicago, but heard through out much of USA. Stereo, hifi sound.

CD, BAL CCD-1008 - $15.00.

WWII POLISH-ORIENTED RADIO

CD, BAL CCD-1006 - $15.00.

THE BALKAN SINGLES VOL 3, TAMBURITZA FROM THE 1940'S
1st reissue of US, Serbo-Croatian folk music, featuring Dave Zupkovich and others. 22 tracks from 1940's Balkan Records singles plus 2 bonus tracks from Balkan's "Custom Series." Digitally restored.

CD, BAL CD503 - $15.00.

THE BALKAN SINGLES VOL 4, TAMBURITZA FROM THE 1950'S
1st reissue of US, Serbo-Croatian folk music, featuring Dave Zupkovich and others. 22 tracks from 1940's Balkan Records singles plus 4 bonus tracks from Balkan's "Custom Series." Digitally restored.

CD, BAL CD504 - $15.00.

FORGOTTEN TAMBURITZA ORCHESTRAS - ORAO / VESELJACI - 30'S CROONERS TO 50'S BOPPERS.
Two groups from the South Chicago and Gary area perform in never before available recordings. 27 tracks from home recordings of rehearsal and live performance. These required extensive sound restoration. Digitally restored to best sound.

CD, BAL CCD-1009 - $15.00.

THE WESTWIND SINGERS - 1960-63
Featuring back-up by not-yet famous Rock/Blues Star Mike Bloomfield. 60's "Folk Music" by Bob Gibson students, Don Wilson and Mike Horn. 20 tracks follow development of group. 2 bonus tracks of radio performance and rehearsal. Stereo sound.

CD, BAL CCD-1007 - $15.00.

VAUDEVILLE COMES TO HUNKYTOWN
Croatian and Serbian-American comedy skits from 1920's commercial recordings. 13 tracks, includes Adamov & Comapany, Maksim Pridic, and Dusan Jovanovich & His Orao Ensemble. Mostly in Serbo-Croatian.

CD, BAL CCD-1012 - $15.00.
**DUSAN JOVANOVICH AND HIS ORAO TAMBURITZA ENSEMBLE**
22 tracks of Croatian and Serbian folk music recorded in the 1920's. They never recorded after 1929. First reissue in 70 years and in digitally restored sound.
CD, BAL CCD-1013 - $15.00.

**A DAY WITH THE VESELJACI TAMBURITZA POLKA ORCHESTERA**
South Chicago's Nick Skertich, Roko Abramovich, Mickey Kusecek, and Ray Jankovich perform 24 favorites from their two LP records. Includes Polkas and Slovenian favorites. Digitally remastered.
CD, BAL CD2001/2 - $15.00.

**THE NEW SLAG VALLEY JUG BAND ALL-STARS**
1960's "Folk Music" group from South Chicago, IL. Songs such as Winchester Cathedral, The Eggplant That Ate Chicago, etc. 25 tracks in genuine stereo.
CD, BAL CCD-1005 - $15.00.

**THE DAWN OF STEREO - AN MP3 DEMO - 12 HOURS LONG**
A nostalgic audio Odyssey from mono to stereo in audiophile sound. Drawn from audio demos and experimental stereo recordings from the 30's through the 50's. NOT A CD. THIS RECORDING PLAYS ON MANY DVD PLAYERS THAT PLAY MP3 OR YOUR COMPUTER.
BALMP3.DEMO - $29.95.

**THE HINDENBURG DISASTER** - Live 1937 Radio Broadcast
This is the first time ever release of the live radio coverage at its correct pitch. Newly restored with digital technology from original source material. Includes bonus track of interview with the restorers.
CD, VITA - TONE VT CCD1014 - $15.00.

**HITLER'S INFERNO** - Marching Songs Of Nazi Germany 1932-1945
From rare Magnetofon recordings off the German radio. Music of the SS and SA marching bands. These recordings were basically smuggled out of Germany. Offensive lyrics.
CD, VITA-TONE VT CCD1015 - $15.00.

**DAVE ZUPKOVICH AND HIS BALKAN RECORDING ORCHESTRA**
1st reissue of US, Serbo-Croatian folk music, featuring Dave Zupkovich and others. 22 tracks from 1940's AND 1950's Balkan recordings. Two Lps in one CD - includes Dave Zupkovich Memrial Album. Digitally restored.
CD, BAL CD5001/11 - $15.00.

**1ST TAMBURITZA EXTRAVAGANZA - October 31, 1971**
Historic tamburitza concert featuring 20 orchestras from throughout the US. This is a live concert recorded at St. Sava's Convention Center in Hobart, Indiana. Stereo sound recorded under difficult circumstances. **This is a 4 CD set**.
CD, BAL CCD-1016-4 - $50.00.

**SKERTICH BROTHERS BEST**
Chicago's big name tamburitza orchestra of the 1940's in 26 of their best numbers. Includes his records, Majka and Nocna Ruza, first tamburitza single to reach 300,000. First CD release in 50 years. In digitally restored sound.
CD, BAL CCD-1017 - $15.00.
PONCHIELLI: I LITUANI
Opera sung in Lithuanian by the Lithuanian Opera of Chicago. In stereo, audiophile sound with orchestra and Chorus. This is a two CD set.
CD, BAL CCD-1018-2 - $29.00.

SONGS AND DANCES
The Dunav Tamburitza Orchestra of Chicago in 22 of their favorite numbers. Previously issued as BALKAN LP BIL2000 with George Halaschak, Bob Kanachki, Steve Paulich and Carl Schutzman, this CD includes many bonus tracks.
CD, BAL CD2000 - $15.00.

CHICAGO POLONIA YESTERDAY
Polkas, Mazurkas, Obereks and Songs from late 1940's South Side Chicago Polonia. Features Orkiestra Jana Nieminskiego, Polish Barn Dance Orchestra and others. Twenty-seven tracks in digitally restored sound.
CD, VITA-TONE VT CCD1019 - $15.00.

DUNAV TAMBURITZA ORCHESTRA FEATURING MEL DOKICH
The Dunav Tamburitza Orchestra of Chicago perform more of their favorite numbers. 18 tracks with Mel Dokich, Richard Savage, Steve Paulich and Carl Schutzman, this CD contains both studio and concert recordings.
CD, BAL CCD-1020 - $15.00.

FOLK SONGS AND DANCES
Hollywood and TV tamburitza master, Martin Kapugi and his Sar Planina Orchestra perform 27 numbers from 1960's Balkan recordings. Formerly two Lps; now in one CD. Digitally restored hifi sound.
CD, BAL CD5003/9 - $15.00.

THE BALKAN SINGLES VOL 1, TAMBRURITZA FROM THE 1940'S
1st reissue of US, Serbo-Croatian folk music, featuring The Gary Serenaders and Balkan Recording Orchestras. 25 tracks from 1940’s Balkan Records singles and including 3 never-before released bonus tracks from Balkan. Digitally restored.
CD, BAL CCD-1023 - $15.00.

GOLDEN MUSICAL MEMORIS
Features Nick Skertich of Skertich Brothers Tamburitza Orchestra, and Roko Abramovich, performer/arranger of many orchestras. 24 tracks in hifi-stereo sound. 1st reissue of earlier private cassette.
CD, BAL CCD-1022 - $15.00.

MOJA TAMURA
Features Nick Skertich of Skertich Brothers and Veseljaci Tamburitzas Orchestra performing in multitrack arrangements of his favorite tunes. Nick plays all instruments. 23 brand-new tracks in audiophile stereo.
CD, BAL CCD-1021 - $15.00.

THE MUSIC OF MILAN VERNI, VOL 1
Features 23 never-before-on-CD tracks of pioneer Tamburitza recording star of the 1930’s, Milan Verni. Includes vocals by Edo Lubich. All are digitally re-mastered for minimum noise and maximum sound. Music is performed by Verni’s Troubadours, Verni Victor Tamburitza Orchestra, etc.
CD, BAL CCD-1023 - $15.00.
HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 1970 TAMBURITZA TESTIMONIAL
Features 11 tamburitza orchestras from around the USA including the Popovich Brothers, Kellam Tamburitza Orchestra, Balkan Serenaders, etc. This is a live concert recorded at the Ramada Inn, Dolton IL. Stereo sound recorded under difficult circumstances. A 2CD set.
CD, BAL CCD-1024-2 - $29.00.

SLOBODA GOES WEST 1982
Features the Sloboda choir of South Chicago and combined tamburiasi led by Adam Popovich. This live recording is from their tour of California in 1982. This two CD set features bonus music and commentary never before released in any form. This is a 2CD set.
CD, BAL CCD-1025-2 - $29.00.

MILAN - DUNAV
Features Milan Panayotovich former Tamburas and restauranteur performing his favorite songs along with the Dunav Tamburitza Orchestra of Chicago. Included are all the songs of his original release along with four bonus tracks from live recordings.
CD, BAL CCD-1026 - $15.00.

SLOBODA SINGS AGAIN
Features the Sloboda choir of South Chicago and tamburiasi led by Adam Popovich. This recording was originally released in 1962. Included are all the songs of his original release along with six bonus tracks from live recordings.
CD, BAL CCD-1028 - $15.00.

THE POPOVICH BROTHERS 40TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
Features The Popovich Brothers with Pete Mistovich in 23 tamburitza numbers digitally restored in sound never before experienced. This CD contains all the music previously released as LP records BP-3035 and BP-3051.
CD, BAL CD-3035/51 - $15.00.

THE POPOVICH BROTHERS 60TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
Features four Popovich Brothers with Pete Mistovich and John Lazich and Bob Lalich in 18 tamburitza numbers digitally restored in sound never before experienced. This CD contains all the music previously released as LP records BP-3355 and BP-3607.
CD, BAL CD-3355/07 - $15.00.

BUDAPEST AT NIGHT - BELA ZIGGY AND HIS FAMOUS GYPSY ORCHESTRA
Outstanding Gypsy violinist from Pittsburgh performs Csardases, waltzes, tangos, and folk songs in 22 tracks. Never before on CD, digitally restored in sound never before experienced. This CD contains all the music previously released on two former LP records.
CD, BAL CCD-1031 - $15.00.

THE POPOVICH BROTHERS GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY EDITION
Features four Popovich Brothers with Pete Mistovich in 23 tamburitza numbers digitally restored in sound never before experienced. This CD contains all the music previously released as LP records BP-3134 and BP-3261.
CD, BAL CD-3134/61 - $15.00.

GYPSY MELODIES AS SUNG BY EDO LUBICH
Newly restored recordings by Edo Lubich with various accompaniments. This world famous interpreter of Gypsy melodies performs 26 songs, Russian, Hungarian, Croatian, Serbian, and Macedonian. Included are Geen Eyes, Zlatna Grivna, and Osman Aga.
CD, BAL CCD-1030 - $15.00.
SLOBODA SINGS
Features the Sloboda choir of South Chicago and tamburasi led by Adam Popovich. This recording was originally released in 1960. Included are all the songs of his original release along with four bonus tracks from live recordings.
CD, BAL CCD-1029 - $15.00.

SLOBODA 50 YEARS 1927-1977
Features the Sloboda choir of South Chicago and tamburasi led by Adam Popovich in a live concert recording. This recording was originally released in 1977. This was originally released as a two LP record set. Genuine stereo sound.
CD, BAL CCD-1032 - $15.00.

LAST NIGHT AT THE CHASE - THE JAKOVAC TAMBURICA
Live 1961 recordings from the Chase Hotel in St Louis, Missouri. Performers are Ljubomir Jakovac, Svetozar Tomich, Paul Maricic, Nikola Jakovac, and Anton Chernich. These sixteen recordings are available for the first time ever and in hifi sound.
CD, BAL CCD-1033 - $15.00.

YOUR FAVORITE BALALAIKA SERENADE
A group of selections, such as Croatian Dance, Vadar March, Dalmatian Melodies played by the Sava Vukosavljev Orchestra of Radio Novi Sad. Reissue of popular 1950s LP record. 12 selections in digitally enhanced, genuine mono sound.
CD, BAL CCD-1034 - $15.00.

WEHRMACHT - SONGS OF THE GERMAN ARMY 1933 - 45
16 selections of historical music from rare Magnetofon recordings off the German radio. Music of the German armed forces’ marching bands. These recordings were basically smuggled out of Germany. Offensive lyrics.
CD, VITA-TONE VT CCD1035 - $15.00.

WHEELS a - ROLLING - MUSIC PAGEANT FROM 1948 CHICAGO RAILROAD FAIR
Music from outdoor pageant featuring railroad engines, horses, cars with singers and musicians from Chicago. All 12 scenes along with the Prologue and Epilogue are presented in digitally restored sound. Made on location at the fair, on Chicago's lakefront.
CD, VITA-TONE VT CCD1036 - $15.00.

RUSSIAN NIGHT AT THE INTERNATIONAL CAFE
26 selections by Vasily Leonchik and his Continental Quartet featuring Frank Kapugi on Balalaika bass fiddle. They perform Russian folk songs as well as polkas and waltzes from all over the world. A real nostalgia trip to viewers of the TV program, “International Café” from long ago.
CD, BAL CCD-1037 - $15.00.

OPENING OF THE TOMB OF TUTANKHAMEN
A 1978 interview with James Henry Breasted, Jr., who at age 14, was present at the opening of Tut’s tomb. The only recorded interview of an attendee at this historic event. Hear the inside story. Bonus is old-time radio broadcast of A Visitor From Egypt.
CD, VITA-TONE VT CCD1040 - $15.00.

SOUNDS OF THE THIRD REICH-THE RISE AND COLLAPSE OF NAZI GERMANY
It covers the rise and fall of the Third Reich and includes the voices of Hitler, Churchill, Roosevelt, Goering, Ribbentrop, Stalin, Mussolini, Petain and Himmler. Also heard are wartime radio announcements and music. Originally issued as a 2-record LP set.
CD, VITA-TONE VT CCD-1041 - $15.00.
TOSCANINI TRIBUTE CONCERT BY THE SYMPHONY OF THE AIR
A live 2 hour broadcast in hi-fi sound made on October 27, 1954 by the former NBC Symphony without a conductor. Complete restored music and intermission from this New York City FM broadcast. This is an audiophile sound DVD that plays in a DVD player not a CD player.
CD, VITA-TONE VT DVD-1042 - $22.00.

GYPSY MAGICAL MELODIES
Café music by Edi Csoka and His Gypsy Orchestra. The orchestra performs 15 tracks of Hungarian, Roumanian and Serbian melodies. Stereo recordings over 50 years old, never before on CD, digitally restored in sound never before experienced.
CD, BAL CCD-1043 - $15.00.

USSR - 1939, THE PEOPLE AND ARMY
Military and Folk Songs by the Red Army Chorus, and Ukrainian State Ensemble. Both Russian and Ukrainian folk songs are featured. Recorded in 1939. Included 4 bonus tracks from Zarelevich and Kirilloff Balalaika orchestras. 20 selections in digitally enhanced sound.
CD, BAL CCD-1044 - $15.00.

RADIO FREE AMERICA - 32 HOURS LONG
Right-wing broadcaster, Warren Freiberg was there before Rush Limbaugh and all the rest. He managed to get thrown off the Oprah Winfrey show. This compilation covers the years 1971 to 1990. NOT A CD. THIS RECORDING PLAYS ON MANY DVD PLAYERS THAT PLAY MP3 OR YOUR COMPUTER.
MP3.WF1 - $29.95.

THE BALKAN SINGLES VOL 5, TAMBURITZA FROM THE 1950'S
1st reissue of US, Serbo-Croatian folk music, featuring Dave Zupkovich, Marty Kapugi, Edo Lubic, and others. 26 tracks from 1950's Balkan Records singles, including 4 bonus tracks from Balkan's "Custom Series." Digitally restored.
CD, BAL CD505 - $15.00.

EDO LUBICH, VOL 1.
Edo Lubich performs ballads, love songs, and folk songs with the Kapugi Brothers Orchestra and others in 26 newly restored recordings. These songs were recorded in 1941 and 1942 in Chicago.
CD, BAL CCD-1045 - $15.00.

THE ROAD TO LIVING STEREO
A DVD with old video presentations originally intended for trade shows and hi-fi shows. Highlighted is record production and manufacturing from the 78 rpm record to Living Stereo LP records. From camp to retro to nostalgia, it still serves as primer to that technology.
DVD, AF RECORDS AFDVD 5001 - $19.00.

MARTY KAPUGI - LIVE AT THE RAFTERS
Marty Kapugi and his Balkan Strings Tamburitza Orchestra, including Frank Kapugi with Horace Mamula and Walter Pravica performing live at “The Rafters” on December 21, 1985. 26 tracks in audiophile-stereo sound.
CD, BAL CCD-1046 - $15.00.

TAMBURITZA! FROM THE BALKANS TO AMERICA 1910-1950
A wide variety of early to late tamburitza performances by the likes of Jovanovic, Kapugi, Miskovic, Mimika, Verni, and the Popovichs. 48 tracks on a 2-CD set including a well written and informative booklet. A must-buy primer on the performers and their music.
CD, ARHOOLIE 7051052 - $24.95.
VORTEX 5 ELECTRONIC MUSIC FROM 1958
Experimental electronic music as demonstrated at the 1958 Brussels World’s Fair. Compositions by Cunningham, Ussachevsky, Berio, Takemitsu, Talcott, Ligeti, Longfellow, Maderna, Ferrari, and Badings. In CEDAR restored stereo sound.
CD, AF RECORDS AF CCD-1047 - $15.00.

THE POPOVICH BROTHERS - LIVE AT THE RAFTERS!
The Popovich Brothers Tamburitza Orchestra, including Adam and Ted Popovich along with Pete Mistovich performing live at “The Rafters” on December 28, 1985. 27 tracks in audiophile-stereo sound.
CD, BAL CCD-1048 - $15.00.

SOUNDS OF LIBERTY - Patriotic Songs from WWI and WWII
Patriotic songs from the Civil War, WWI and WWII promoting the war efforts. Once popular songs from past eras that are now all but forgotten. 25 tracks from radio broadcasts in digitally restored sound. None ever released before on CD.
CD, VITA-TONE VT CCD-1049 - $15.00.

THE POPOVICH BROTHERS - LIVE AT THE RAFTERS VOL 2!
More music by the Popovich Brothers Tamburitza Orchestra performing live at “The Rafters” on December 28, 1985. 17 tracks recorded live and in audiophile stereo sound at the Rafters in South Chicago.
CD, BAL CCD-1050 - $15.00.

CHRISTMAS WITH THE DUNAV TAMBURITZA ORCHESTRA
Well-known Christmas standards on Tamburitza with a Slavic slant. Dunav performs along with several Tamburas friends on 12 stereo tracks. Included are 10 tracks of traditional Croatian and Serbian Christmas tunes recorded in the 1930s and 40s featuring operatic stars Dragutin Sostarko, Piero Pijerotic and others.
CD, BAL CCD-1051 - $15.00.

BERLIOZ: SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE - Alfred Wallenstein / VSO London
First-time ever on CD, 50th anniversary re-release of this, long out of print, classic performance by Alfred Wallenstein (formerly NYPSO under Toscanini) conducting the Virtuoso Symphony of London. Digitally restored with CEDAR. Best sound ever.
CD, AF-Records AFCD-50,003 - $15.00.

AMERICAN POLONIA, 1930-1955
Polkas, mazurkas, waltzes by various orchestras, including the J. Lazarz, Miedzynarodowa Orkiestra, Orkiestra Polskiej Karuzeli, Walter Dombkowski, and others. 28 numbers in digitally restored sound from old 78 rpm recordings.
CD, VITA-TONE VT CCD-1052 - $15.00.

TAMBURITZA 82
20 new recordings by Nick Skertich, some with son Larry to celebrate his 82 years as a Tamburaš. These are many of his favorites in modern stereo hi-fi sound.
CD, BAL CCD-1053 - $15.00.

FACES IN THE WINDOW WITH KEN NORDINE
Late night TV and radio show from 1952/53 featuring Ken Nordine reading 22 horror stories. Sound portion only. Sound digitally restored with CEDAR process. 10.3 hours!
AUDIO DVD, VITA-TONE VTDVD-1056 - $29.95.
THE NBC ORCHESTRA OF CHICAGO IN STEREO


HIGH DEFINITION AUDIO DVD, AF RECORDS AFDVD-1054 - $22.00